As our society becomes more technologically advanced, product manufacturers are increasingly incorporating engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) and nanomanufacturing processes into their products. This article explores the impact of these technological developments on product liability litigation, and offers several practice tips for defending claims against this emerging class of consumer products.

What Is Nanotechnology?

Nanotechnology is any technology that incorporates ENMs. Nanomaterials are defined as engineered particles that range from 1 to 100 nanometers in size. A nanometer is one-billionth of a meter. To give a sense of scale, a single nanometer is about the width of three atoms.

How Are ENMs Currently Used?

ENMs are commonly used in the healthcare, coatings, and electronics industries. Examples of their use in healthcare include ceramic ENMs injected in bones or incorporated into certain dental implants. These ceramic particles are used because their mechanical and chemical properties can be “tuned” to attract bone cells from the surrounding tissue to make new bone. As another example, some pharmaceutical products have already been reformulated with ENMs to improve their absorption and make them easier to administer. In the near future, ENMs will be used to deliver toxic anti-cancer drugs targeted directly to tumors, minimizing collateral damage to other parts of the body. Other ENMs will be able to make MRI and CAT scans safer and more effective.

ENMs are beneficial in coatings products because they create lightweight, strong materials for a wide range of applications such as boat hulls, sporting equipment, and automotive parts. Opticians, for example, apply coatings containing ENMs to eyeglasses to make them easier to keep clean and harder to scratch. Other examples of ENMs coatings include certain sunscreens and cosmetics.

In terms of high-performance electronics, ENMs have paved the way to making faster and more advanced computer chips. As a recent example, scientists at IBM now believe they can create a new type of transistor (a tiny switch inside a computer chip) made with parallel carbon nanotubes. This new technology may be the key to once again increasing the speed of computer processors, which has stalled in the last decade.

Potential Health Risks

ENMs are not without risk. In fact, it is precisely many of those characteristics that make nanoparticles so useful—tiny size, high ratio of surface area to volume, and reactivity—that may pose unique and unknown risks to human health. For example, concern exists that a particular type of ENMs (carbon nanotubes) might cause asbestos-like reactions if inhaled into the lungs. After reaching the lungs, these particles are then small enough to potentially enter the bloodstream, posing a threat to other vital organs, including the brain. Another area of concern is that certain ENMs may interfere with the signaling pathways of cells, cell division, and cardiac function.

Currently, risk-assessment models for nanotechnology are still in their infancy. As a result, it is impossible to draw a line between the level of exposure that might be dangerous to humans and the level of exposure that is not. Until we have more reliable data, “the risks from nanoparticles remain largely unknown and, in all likelihood, unknowable until time passes.”

Practice Tip No. 1 – Stick to the Basics

Although nanotechnology is new and its risks are largely unknown, Oregon’s established legal framework for resolving products liability claims involving ENMs is not. The plaintiffs’ bar likes the strict liability theory because it allows a finding of liability without the need to prove negli-
component part is not subject to strict liability if the component part was misapplied by the whole-product manufacturer rather than defectively designed. In Hoyt v. Vitek, 134 Or App 271, 274 (1995), the court addressed the question of whether du Pont could be strictly liable for a Vitek jaw implant containing du Pont’s Teflon that was unreasonably dangerous because the Teflon fragmented and broke apart inside the human body. The court rejected that notion, reasoning that “Teflon is a multi-use raw material that is not inherently defective. It became unreasonably dangerous only when incorporated as a component in Vitek’s TMJ implant.” With the frequent use of ENMs in coating products, more cases like Hoyt are surely to arise in the future.

**Conclusion**

While the technological advancements made possible by ENMs are exciting, it will be some time before we have a good understanding of all of their associated risks. In the meantime, practitioners defending ENMs product cases should stick to the basics, focus on the “unreasonably dangerous” standard, and keep in mind the raw material supplier doctrine.
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